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Our clients are the driving force 
behind our work as a leading player 
in the maritime industry.

We are committed to providing 
exceptional service to our customers, 
leveraging our integrated organization 
which covers Shipbroking, Traditional 
and Green Storage Terminal Development, 
Research & Consultancy.

Our Intelligence business is dedicated 
to equipping our clients and our teams 
with the most reliable and expert 
information to support their success.
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With a deep affinity for the sea, our dedication 
to greener transportation and storage solutions 
remains steadfast.

Our Deep Sea brokers work with clients 
involved in renewables and bio cargoes.

We take pride in our position as the premier 
European Inland Waterway broking company 
and the frontrunner in renewable inland 
shipping.

Our skilled engineers and project managers 
tirelessly drive the promotion of Green 
Tank Terminals and the reduction of their 
environmental impact. 



SHIPBROKING

We do Business across  
Five Continents
Shipbroking of vessels of all sizes in dry and wet markets, deep 
water, inland waterways, combined with offshore marine activities, 
constitutes the backbone of Riverlake’s shipping business.

Our expertise comprises chartering, compliance, operations, 
demurrage & claims, buying & selling, financial advisory and 
market intelligence. We have proven to be the right experts for 
our clients expanding into emerging business sectors and new 
markets.

Through the years, we have developed a thorough understanding 
of what major corporations and independent trading companies 
expect from their shipbrokers. Our aspiration is to not only provide 
competitive levels of freight, but also to include efficiency, 
accurate advice, trust, information & intelligence and excellent 
follow-up by our Operations Department.



PROJECT MANAGEMENT

We are Specialist Project 
Developers and Engineering 
Consultants
We are specialist Project Developers and Engineering consultants 
for the energy industry, focused on storage of Oil, Gas & 
Renewable products.

We strive to use our knowledge to position Energy Storage and 
associated logistics in a better and more sustainable future. 
Our priority lies in ensuring cost-effectiveness, attaining maximum 
flexibility, and keeping impact to a minimum.

As engineering consultants, we have a sound and hands-on 
understanding of a broad range of energy-related infrastructures.

— Liquid bulk storage

— Liquid and gas products Jetties and SPM’s/CBM’s

— LPG and small-scale LNG Storage and Infrastructure

— Biofuel, Hydrogen and Vegetable Oil storage

— Biomass plants

We know tank terminals and jetties. In essence we assist our 
customers with project development services throughout the 
complete cycle of the development of a tank terminal and a jetty.



INTELLIGENCE AT ITS ESSENCE

Driving Success  
in our Organization
Whether you are in the oil, gas, dry bulk, container, 
offshore, tug or terminal and storage markets, or whether 
you are a port operator, bank or hedge fund, real-time 
intelligence on global trade flows and shipping market 
gives you access to the information you need to make 
better informed, fact-based decisions. 

Our research staff ensure that you can always access 
the latest information concerning the market trends.

We are the shipping market data providers of Reuters® 
and Bloomberg® but not only.

Do you know that Riverlake releases a great number of 
market indices and publications daily, weekly and monthly?

With our state-of-the-art Intelligence desk, we have built 
a rock-solid foundation in research, digital, and commodity 
data solutions.



SHIP MANAGEMENT 

Offering First-Class Ship 
Management Services  
to Third Parties
STM Ship Management (STM) is a Geneva-based ship management 
company.

As a leading third-party ship manager, STM focuses on a diverse 
fleet of tankers, gas, dry and offshore support vessels.

With a proven track record of over 100 ships under management, 
the company has earned the trust of numerous owners and 
disponent owners.

Over the years, STM has safely transported millions of tons of 
wet, gas and dry bulk cargoes, successfully completing more 
than 20,000 voyages. Additionally, over 10,000 demurrage 
files have been handled, more than 35,000 port calls have been 
arranged and over 10,000 bunker operations have been carried 
out in collaboration with world’s class suppliers

35 years experience. 
A history of more than 100 ships under management 
Innovative and appetite for expansion.



Our strength lies in  
the talent of our workforce

about diversity 
and equality

about our 
employees  
and customers

about social  
responsibilities

about work
ethic

Get in touch
RIVERLAKE
contact@riverlake.ch
www.riverlake.ch


